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Darton LS-1 / LS-6 Coolant System Flow Testing
Setup:
An unmodified LS-1 Chevrolet engine block and an LS-1 Chevrolet engine block with
Darton cylinder liners installed are received from Darton International for flow testing.
The engine blocks are mounted on the test stand both with the unmodified water pump
then with the Evans water pump. The test stand consists of a 10 horsepower electric
motor mounted on a frame. The engine block to be tested is mounted to the frame and a
belt from the electric motor drives the water pump mounted in the proper location on the
engine block. The electric motor is controlled with a variable speed controller to achieve
the different water pump shaft speeds simulating engine speeds up to 6000 RPM. A
driven pulley for the water pumps is manufactured for the production and Evans water
pumps. A gasket plate is manufactured to locate the production head gasket in place
during the pressure head testing. Photos are taken to document the results and to note
flow characteristics of interest. The tests run with the heads in place are run as a closed
system and are plumbed to incorporate a flow meter and various pressure readings
through out the system. A stopcock valve is installed in the system to simulate the
restriction of a radiator.

Testing:
Test 1: Production LS-1 block without heads, with production water pump at 3750 RPM
engine speed.
Test 2: Production LS-1 block without heads, with production water pump at 5000 RPM
engine speed.
Test 3: Production LS-1 block without heads, with Evans water pump at 3750 RPM
engine speed.
Test 4: Production LS-1 block without heads, with Evans water pump at 5000 RPM
engine speed.
Test 5: Production LS-1 block with heads (closed system), with production water pump.
Test 6: Production LS-1 block with heads (closed system), with Evans water pump.
Test 7: LS-1 block with Darton liners installed without heads, with Evans water pump at
5000 RPM engine speed.

Results:
The first set of tests is conducted without the heads to observe the side to side pressure
head produced by each water pump at different engine speeds. With the production
water pump at lower engine speeds, (below 4000 engine RPM), the quantity and
distribution of water is good. There is good flow to the front and rear of the engine and

all ports on both banks. As the pump speed is increased however the flow begins to show
an unbalance from side to side. The pressure head observed on the right side (passenger
side) is lower than that on the left side. As the pump speed is increased the unbalance only
worsens.
Next the production water pump is replaced with the Evans water pump. This pump
has a smaller driven pulley changing the crank to water pump speed ratio from 1:1.24 with
the production water pump to 1:1.39 with the Evans pump. This is an increase in the
water pump speed of 12% at a given engine RPM. With this pump the pressure head
throughout the rpm is good. There is good distribution front to rear and side to side at all
speeds tested. (The limit of the test stand is 6000 RPM engine speed.)
The closed system test is performed with the production water pump first then with the
Evans water pump. A flow meter is plumbed in the system to monitor the flow
throughout the RPM range. Pressure taps are also installed at the front and rear of each
head to determine if there are pressure imbalances and also to compare between the blocks
and water pumps. The production water pump did show a slight pressure imbalance from
the left to the right. This confirms what is seen during the pressure head testing. The
pressure at the rear of the right head is approximately 5% less than the pressure at the rear
of the left head. However the flow remains linear from 1500 through 6000 engine RPM.
During the testing with the Evans water pump the pressure imbalance seen with the
production water pump is not exhibited. The pressures from left to right are the same.
However, the pressure and the flow show signs of cavitation within the water pump. The
flow curve loses linearity at about 5000 engine RPM while the pressure curves for the
Evans pump lose linearity at about 5500. Further testing is needed to confirm the
presence of cavitation at these higher engine RPMs.
Next an engine block with Darton liners installed and an Evans water pump is tested
without the heads. The pressure head is observed as with the unmodified production
block. There are no remarkable changes in the flow distribution or pressure head. The
flow is good front to back and even from bank to bank.
Conclusions and Recommendations:
The installation of the Darton liners does not affect the flow during the tests
conducted. The flow is even left to right and there is good distribution front to rear on
both banks.
The Evans water pump is definitely better through 5000 engine RPM demonstrating a
balancing of flow and pressure from left to right. However if the application involves
running the engine for extended time at or above 5000 engine RPM more testing should
be conducted to ensure there is no cavitaiton in the cooling system.
Note:
Testing was not completed to the original quote. The testing not completed was the
testing of the engine block with the Darton liners installed with the production water pump
and with the cylinder heads in place for the closed system testing with both the production
and Evans water pumps. The testing of the secondary thermostat was also not completed.

LS-1 engine block set up for pressure head testing.

Production engine block with the production water pump at 5000 engine RPM.

Production LS-1 engine block with a production water pump at 5500 engine RPM.

Production engine block with Evans water pump at 5000 engine RPM.

Evans water pump on engine block with Darton liners installed at 5000 engine RPM.

